encoding of word networks in the brain.
Mapping word associations, which constitute complex networks, from brains to computers has been highly labor-consuming. A practically useful word network may cost thousands of people's labor to perform free association 11 or hundreds of man-months of labeling the complex word clusters 12 . Can such kind of tasks be automatically accomplished? To answer this question here we show an approach based on modeling the strengths of word activation in the brain.
Previous research suggests that the effects of word activation in the brain are trained by the language experience of the target human 21, 22 . For a given word pair, their respective occurrence probabilities and co-occurrence probability are the key factors in the training 10, 22, 23 . By using well-designed large text corpora including the British National Corpus (BNC) 24 and the American National Corpus (ANC) 25 to approximate human language experiences, we studied the relations between the word activation effects and the statistics of word occurrence and co-occurrence, found a sort of statistics that reliably predict the word activation effects (see Supplementary Information, Section 3, for the details of the prediction).
Specifically, given the frequencies f i and f j and co-occurrence frequency f ij of a pair of words i and j in the corpus used to simulate the language experience of the target human, we predict the strength of the activation that word i exerts on word j through the statistic (
, where d ij is the average distance by which word i precedes word j in their co-occurrences. Seeing the ratios of f ij to f i and f ij to f j as masses, we identify that the statistic is defined in the same form of the universal gravitation.
Therefore we name it as word activation force from i to j, shortly waf ij . According to the definition, the magnitude of wafs is unitarily quantified among [0,1]. Taking waf ij for example, zero means that word i is never followed by word j closer than L words in the language experience, while one means that words i and j are always immediately adjacent like a compound (f ij = f i = f j , d ij = 1). Readily, given a vocabulary, the wafs of every pair of the words constitute a squared but asymmetrical matrix WAF = {waf ij }, i.e. a directed word network, where nonzero elements in the ith row give the out-links of the ith node (from word i to others), while nonzero elements in the ith column the in-links of it (from others to word i). In our main experiment, we applied A waf to every pair of words in the vocabulary to generate a symmetric affinity matrix, i.e. an undirected word network. By sorting the words according to their affinities to each word, we found that the word network is incredibly consistent with human knowledge:
Almost every node (word) keeps strong links to its relatives but no link or weak ones to the irrelatives.
Especially, across parts of speech, granularity of the concepts and popularity of the words, a large arriving~arrive. In addition, the absolute values of the affinities make sense on the closeness between words. It means that the strengths of links (affinities) of different nodes are mutually comparable, and that a uniform threshold can be adopted to remove the weak links when necessary.
To present the significant structure of the word network in a visualised way, we group every word and its top 5 neighbors forming diverse 6-word-clusters based sub-networks, and provide the complete Table 1 , a big proportion of the target words our network and the free association
give common answers, such as for beer, wine, walk, talk etc. In total this proportion is some 1/4 (798:3,269). For the rest, although both the neighbors and the associates are sensible, they present respective characters. In contrast to the freedom of the associates in categories, the neighbors are exerted more syntactic constraints, leading to that they are much more consistent in parts of speech while they are occasionally loose in semantics (e.g. for eat). Notably, our results are merely based on the BNC, a 100 million word corpus, thereby they are naturally characterised by its specific contexts for each words which are unnecessarily consistent with common sense. For example, in our network, apple's top three neighbors are microsoft, novell and ibm, it suggests that the word is mainly in the contexts of computer industry rather than daily life in the corpus.
Remarkably, our approach is highly efficient. Thanks to the sharply skew distributions of the wafs, the encoding of the WAF is very sparse. It makes the computation of 10 8 affinities between every pair of words tractable under general conditions. Our computation was accomplished within 16 hours on a platform of PC (4*2.66GHz Quad CPU) + Matlab. Besides the practical benefit, the high efficiency also suggests that the principles underlying the WAF are plausible.
From a broader angle of view, our approach might reveal the learning mechanism of linguistic neural networks. The hypotheses that statistical information underlies linguistic neural networks have long been proposed 21, 23 . However, what statistics are crucial for the development of the neural networks remains unclear. Our found statistics word activation forces efficiently capture the substantial associations between words, automatically leading to human knowledge consistent word networks. This suggests that it is likely to turn to a promising direction of understanding the learning mechanism with the hint of the newly found statistics. Practically, with the high effectiveness and efficiency, our approach has the immediate future of application in various tasks such as word clustering, thesaurus establishment, word sense discrimination, and query extension in information retrieval and so on. The affinity measure between the words in the WAF. For a pair of words i and j in the directed word network WAF, we define their affinity as: 
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